
Design Art™ by Orion 
 
Orion Ornamental Iron is proud to announce the launch of its newest line, Design Art, 
which features gorgeous drapery hardware designs in wood and crystal. The collection 
was developed with input from designers, and has everything you need for complete 
drapery hardware sets to meet all your decorating needs. 
 
The first thing that sets Design Art apart is our selection of finishes. Products are 
available in 58 hand-painted Décor Finishes, or in our Dual Finish System with 11 Accent 
Finishes to create your own unique designs. By our count, there are 685 possible 
combinations of Décor Finishes and Accent Finishes. But, if those are not enough colors, 
you can choose your own custom colors as part of our Custom Palette program. With 
Design Art, your choice of colors is infinite. 
 
Our custom cut wood poles are available in smooth, rope, fluted or Inlay styles; double 
or single, traversing (manual or motorized) or non-traversing, in 1-3/8”, 2”, 2-1/4” and 
3” diameters. 
 
From elegantly simple to exquisitely detailed, Design Art has many gorgeous options to 
finish off your poles that include Finials, Rod-Enders, and Crystal. Our 30 exclusive Finial 
designs increase your creative freedom by fitting more than one size pole with our 
adaptor system. 18 unique Rod-Enders are designed especially for tight corners or small 
spaces, while still complementing our traditional-size finials. And we offer two 
collections of Crystal Finials. SwissCrystal features 16 styles of 24% full lead hand-cut 
crystal with nearly 30 base options. Bohemia Crystal features 16 styles of handcrafted 
faceted crystal-glass with finished metal bases. 
 
Another unique part of Design Art is its Inlay Collection, featuring 10 Inlay designs with 
matching finials and Decal designs. Inlay designs may be used on 2-1/4” and 3” smooth 
round poles and on our Inlay Bracket. Coordinate Inlay designs with matching finials, or 
use matching Decals on two Decal Finials, one Decal Base and one Decal Bracket. 
 
Design Art offers plenty of accessories to complete your drapery hardware sets. Simple 
to magnificent brackets and rings are available in wood or iron. Holdbacks are available 
in 4 different styles. Extra finishing touches include batons, pole centerpieces, stair 
newels, and medallions. 
 
At Design Art, customization is our specialty, and Orion’s artisans carefully create every 
order. Whether you want traversing poles (manual or motorized), or great, originally 
styled finials, poles, rings, brackets, centerpieces or medallions, Design Art - proudly 
made in the USA - is hand-painted just for you. 
 
sales@designartbyorion.com | www.designartbyorion.com | 877.476.6278 
 


